In this paper, we shall present the progress and results of the ongoing project at UCLA on synthesis and optimization under physical hierarchy. First, we shall motivate our approach by pointing out the limitations of the existing approach to interconnect planning based on early RTL floorplanning following logic hierarchy. Then, we shall discuss the technical challenges for synthesis under the physical hierarchy, including handling high computational complexity from the flattened logic hierarchy, needs of retiming and pipelining over global interconnects, and extension of existing synthesis operations. Finally, we shall outline our approaches to overcome these technical challenges.
INTRODUCTION
According to the Moore's law, exponential scaling in the past thirty years has made interconnect the dominating factor in determining overall system performance and reliability. Timing closure between synthesis and layout has become a serious challenge to IC designers due to significance of interconnect delays in deep submicron technologies. To ensure timing closure it is important to consider the interconnect effect throughout the entire design process, especially in the early stages.
The prevailing thought and/or practice in today's industry is to perform early floorplanning at the RT-level (or even behavior level) on the functional modules defined in the HDL description. Then, each module is synthesized and laid out following the RT-level floorplan result and using the interconnect information defined in the RT-level floorplan. Figure 1 shows an example of the logic hierarchy and an associated floorplan, where each block in the floorplan corresponds to a functional block in the HDL description. The figure on the top shows the major Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Our study, however, raises serious doubts about the benefits of RT-level floorplanning based on the HDL description of the design, because the HDL description provided by the designer usually follows the logical hierarchy of the design which reflects the logic dependency and relationship of various functions and components in the design. Such logical hierarchy may not map well to a two-dimensional layout solution since it is usually conceived with little or no consideration of the layout information. Our concern is echoed by a number of leading experts in the industry. For example, Figure 2 shows two examples of the logic hierarchy in the final layout (obtained by optimizing directly on the flat design) of designs provided by our colleague at IBM. Modules in the same block in the logic hierarchy have the same grey shading in the layout. As can be seen, the logic hierarchy does not map directly into the physical hierarchy, as the logic with the same color does not necessarily stay together. This suggests that enforcing floorplanning to follow the logic hierarchy boundary can be harmful to the final layout.
At UCLA, we have been developing a novel approach to perform synthesis and optimization under physical hierarchy in order to achieve timing closure between synthesis and layout. In this approach, we first flatten function and logic hierarchy, so that each element in the flattened hierarchy is either a hard IP block (such a memory block) or a basic functional unit (such a 32-bit ALU) that we are certain about its physical locality. We then compute a good physical hierarchy so that it can hide as much global interconnect latency as possible. Such physical hierarchy generation in fact defines the global, semi-global, and local interconnects (based on their levels in the physical hierarchy) and has significant impact on the final design quality. Finally, we perform various Figure 3 illustrates the process of physical hierarchy generation, and Figure 4 illustrates some synthesis and optimization operations that we may perform under a given physical hierarchy.
TECHNICAL CHALLENGES
In order to successfully implement our approach to synthesis under the physical hierarchy, we need to overcome the following three technical challenges. Figure 5 shows that 7 clock cycles are needed to go from corner-tocorner for the predicted die-size in the 0.07µm technology generation, assuming a 5 GHz clock, even with aggressive interconnect optimization including buffer insertion and wire-sizing. Therefore, we have to consider retiming and pipelining during physical hierarchy generation.
c) Consider physical hierarchy during synthesis and optimization: Most existing synthesis and optimization operations are developed without consideration of any physical information. We need to develop new theories and algorithms so that synthesis and optimization operations can consider the information on global and semi-global interconnects available in the physical hierarchy.
OUTLINE OF OUR TECHNICAL APPROACH
In this section, we shall outline our algorithms and solutions to address the technical challenges discussed in the preceding section.
Handle the high complexity of the flattened logic hierarchy
In order to handle the large problem size of the flattened logic hierarchy, we choose to use the multilevel optimization framework for physical hierarchy generation. The multilevel methods were originally used as a means of accelerating numerical algorithms for partial differential equations (e.g [5, 6] ). In the past decade, it has also been applied to other areas, such as image processing, combinatorial optimization, control theory, statistical mechanics, quantum electrodynamics, and linear algebra. Multilevel techniques for VLSI physical design have recently shown promising results. Good progress has been made in multilevel circuit partitioning and placement. The multilevel partitioning algorithm hMETIS [7] produces the best cut-size minimization in circuit partitioning. The multilevel performance-driven partitioning algorithm HPM [8] produces good balance of delay and cut size minimization for circuit partitioning. The multilevel placement algorithm mPL [9] achieves comparable circuit placement quality as the well-known GORDIAN package [10] with over 10x speed-up on designs with over 200K movable objects. These successes led us to choose the multilevel method for physical hierarchy generation. Another paper from our group in the proceedings describes in details our latest result on using the multilevel method for physical hierarchy generation with routability control [11] . The experimental result shows that the multilevel optimization framework leads to significant runtime improvement for physical hierarchy over the flat quadratic placement method with comparable wirelength optimization results. Moreover, it enables the use of a fast, incremental global routing engine during physical hierarchy generation for routability control, and leads to significant reduction of routing congestion.
Consider retiming/pipelining over global interconnects in physical hierarchy generation
Ideally, we would like to construct a physical hierarchy so that the communication over long global interconnects can be done in multiple clock cycles. Given this need, our goal is to construct a good physical hierarchy that can leads to the best performance after optimal retiming and/or pipelining over the global interconnects. There are two approaches to this problem. One is an iterative approach. In each iteration, one generates a physical hierarchy, then performs the optimal retiming and/or pipelining. After a certain number of iterations (determined by the available computation time), the physical hierarchy with the best performance after optimal retiming and/or pipelining is chosen. Obviously, this approach is not efficient, as we can explore only a limited number of physical hierarchies due to the high time complexity for physical hierarchy generation. Another approach is to find a way to directly compute a single (best) physical hierarchy that leads to the best performance after retiming and/or pipelining on global interconnects. We choose the latter approach using the theory and algorithm for sequential timing analysis, which was first introduced in [12] , and has been successfully used in our recent work on physical planning with retiming [8, 13] . Such an approach allows us to perform timing analysis and optimization during physical hierarchy generation without fixing the latch/flip-flop positions in the design. The result presented in [13] shows that considering interconnect retiming during physical hierarchy generation can hide part of the global interconnect latency and leads to over 20% delay reduction compared to the existing method on separated partitioning, floorplanning, and retiming.
Extend various synthesis and optimization operations to consider physical hierarchy information
Given a physical hierarchy, we can make a reasonably accurate estimation of interconnect delays and the critical network in the design.
We need to extend various synthesis and optimization operations to make use of the knowledge on interconnect delays. For example, in the case of LUT-based FPGA mapping, once we know all the net delays or edge delays in a network, we can use the FlowMap-d [14] or EdgeMap [15] algorithms to compute a delay-optimal mapping solution. We are in the process of extending other logic optimization operations to make use of the physical hierarchy information for accurate delay estimation and performance optimization. It is quite possible that during these synthesis and optimization operations, the physical hierarchy will need to be updated to achieve better timing closure. We shall discuss some preliminary results of these operations during the presentation.
SUMMARY
Our study suggests that the existing approach to interconnect planning based on RT-level floorplanning on logic hierarchy may lead to suboptimal designs in terms of circuit performance optimization. We propose a new approach that performs synthesis and optimization under physical hierarchy in order to achieve timing closure between synthesis and layout. We present our research effort on addressing several important issues involved in this approach, including handling the high complexity of physical generation problems, consideration of retiming and/or pipelining over global interconnects during physical hierarchy generation, and development of placement-aware synthesis and optimization operations. This approach introduces a rich body of new and interesting research problems worthy of further investigation.
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